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Data-driven ‘Nowcasting’ to assess the stability of
payment systems and their participants
The Challenge
Build a system with the Swiss
National Bank (SNB) to analyse the
interbank transactions and detect
substantial payment difficulties of
participants that are crucial to the
Swiss Interbank Clearing (SIC)
payment system.

The Result
Development and delivery of a
customizable AI-powered monitoring
tool with data visualization and highly
accurate nowcasting capabilities. The
tool leverages a novel five-step
supervised Machine Learning
methodology to analyse big data sets,
identify outliers, and diagnose
network participant stability.

About swissQuant
swissQuant is a leading Financial Market Technology Firm serving Central Banks,
global FMIs, Clearing Houses, Asset Managers, Insurance companies and Wealth
Managers. Driven by its best-in-class real-time risk engine and one of the most
sophisticated optimization engines in the market, the company is committed to
improving worldwide financial resilience by delivering transparency for faster and more
accurate decision-making.

swissQuant’s Machine Learning models transform
Big Data sets into actionable insights
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Strengthening data-driven decision making for
Central Banks and beyond
Application of swissQuant’s methodology and modelling led to very accurate stress
event nowcasting for banks within the SIC payment system. This novel methodology
and its specific application were captured in an academic paper jointly published by
swissQuant and the SNB, with the findings presented at scientific conferences in
Switzerland and abroad.
Both the private and public sectors are engaged in high-level conversations regarding
the feasibility and necessity for tools that are grounded in timely data and that can be
used in policy-making processes. swissQuant is proud to offer best-in-class products
and services that empower leading institutions to optimise their processes by leveraging
emerging technologies and sophisticated quantitative analysis.
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